The Conceptual Mapping and Its Importance in Nursing Education and Practice
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Abstract: Conceptual maps are observed as new and efficient teaching and learning tools for the student learning process. These maps are educational useful tools for teachers and learners; it creates significant knowledge on a specific subject and represents it in a schematic manner. Concept maps are one of the significant teaching methods that support learners precisely attain the information they want. It is a learning and teaching strategy which links how the individuals learn and meaningful learning issues. In nursing, the concept maps are used as a scheme of uniting theory and practice. It enhances the self-confidence, achievement, and the ability of developing a critical thinking skill. A conceptual diagram utilizes a graphic conceptual framework to visually organize information or learning content with the assist of predefined groups. These groups are generally resulting from numerous theories or models. These maps create self-awareness and are broadly accepted as a helping tool to support learners in their day-to-day learning activities. For the development of conceptual maps needs reflective thinking, cognitive imagination, and good understanding of the subject concept. The article tried to review; the introduction of concept mapping; brief history; essential components; different patterns of use; utilization in nursing education and practice, health sectors, etc.
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1. Introduction

Concept maps are a schematic representation of subject matter in the model of graphic presents connected with links. It is an educational strategy. Essentially, learns to recognize the graphical presentations and join key concepts by arranging relevant information. Conceptual maps may be effectively utilized to teach cognitive thinking, it helps to rise student abilities in significant thinking in the present era [1]. Concept maps are used to link words, ideas, or elements to a core word or thought with the help of graphics or illustrations. These maps promote or aid the communication of associations and connections in a visual manner. Explicitly, concept maps are used to explain the associations among concepts and their connections in the direction of top-down [2].

1.1. History of Concept Mapping

Joseph D. Novak in the year of 1970 was established the concept of “Concept mapping”. It helps for the better understanding of the subject information in the form of different shapes, hierarchical graphs, and visual imaginations by using images. It is mainly assisting in the construction of knowledge on any topic. The concept maps are the best example of visual thinking techniques. The best visual thinking techniques in nursing education are concept maps. These maps are frequently used to exemplify ideas and relations among any particular topic and to improve critical thinking capacity among student nurses or among any other group of students in any educational category [3]. Concept maps are widespread usage of graphic design of knowledge has exposed that various advantages can be accomplished by implementing visual mapping systems in various knowledge sharing circumstances [4].

1.2. Representation of Conceptual Maps

A conceptual diagram utilizes a graphic conceptual framework to visually organize information or learning
content with the assist of predefined groups. These groups are generally resulting from numerous theories or models [5]. For the development of conceptual maps needs reflective thinking, cognitive imagination, and good understanding of the subject concept [6]. Few research authors explain that significant learning comes from organizing information as relating concepts or ideas. Particularly, concept mappings promotes careful thought in incorporating evidence and crucial judgments from the clinical area [7].

A concept map will be considered as a format identifying visual knowledge in the sequence of hierarchical graphic system association of connections and links. Essentially, it is very much importance for the development of critical thinking and judgment skills among nursing students by nursing educators in the teaching and clinical settings. Concept mapping is an educational strategy that needs learners to recognize graphical presentation and connect key concepts by arranging and exploring information. These maps can be effectively utilized to educate conceptual thinking, consequently developing the student’s ability in reflective thinking in the current younger generation [1].

These maps have been used efficiently in the areas of clinical or practical as well as in educational institutions and may assist the student to focus on the current study topic with excellent visual manner [7]. This type of mapping uses in nursing education regularly to facilitate critical thinking skills among nursing students, which helps students automatically to identify and bridge the gap between nursing theory and practice [8, 9]. Moreover, professionally, the competency to adapt the critical thinking practice is easier by concept mapping and may take part of a crucial role in the development of cognitive skills among the students in the necessary areas [10].

Currently, a variety of computerized, feasible options become accessible through the internet. Software might be used by persons to have collaboration with in a group by using concept mapping. These maps may save in digital form and may use to review and to discuss these concepts among people. Different software applications may use as computers, tablets, smart phones to generate visual graphic illustrations of the topic being discussed. These kinds of digital technology tools create wide learning experiences and provide increasing collaboration among all students. Several digital programs are found through the internet for creating concept mapping tools; some tools may available as free access for supporting different study fields. These maps are flexible and allow for mind mapping or concept mapping. These digital concept maps support different file types such as audio or video files, images etc. [11].

1.3. Essential Components of Conceptual Mapping

Concepts are interrelated with thinking and learning, preferably, connecting labels should be small and smart, concepts are directed by arrow heads, connected ideas may be short or long, different concept ideas connected by various file formats, possible, simple language transformation, probably, concepts represented by hierarchically manner, each idea represented only once [12].

1.4. Different Patterns of Conceptual Mapping Are in Use

Spider - Ideal to utilization of the center theme concepts, Hierarchy - Direction of higher to lower order form of information, Flow chart- Sequential information in linear format, systems – Assist in methods of input and output sequences, Picture - Illustration with picture models, Multi-dimensional- Use of simple to complex information elaboration, Mandala- Arranging information based on interlocking manner [13].

2. Implications of Concept Maps in Nursing Education

Generally, concept maps are identified as innovative educational tactics widely increasing usage in nursing education. These maps are observed as logical measures of learning sequences with simplification, well arranged, and high prioritization may consider. Adding up this, an extensive number of articles in nursing related literature support the usage of concept mapping in nursing education to advance the critical thinking nature among people [7, 11].

Concept maps are simple designs, which are used to facilitate or describe and generate knowledge, and furnish a constructive framework for critical analysis and problem-solving techniques. The advantages of concept mapping for patient’s welfare and comfort, employee’s gratification, and group learning are exhibited. Conceptual maps are observed as new and efficient teaching and learning tools for the student learning process. Concept maps are educational useful tools for teachers and learners; it creates significant knowledge of a specific subject and represents it in a schematic manner [14].

The Conceptual maps assist the students in teaching and learning activities and improve critical thinking potentiality and bring an enthusiastic learning mechanism. Conceptual maps are needful tools to increase cognitive thinking among nursing students in nursing education for the application of theoretical areas into the clinical implements [15]. Concept maps have explored their extensive positive effects on student learning for various study topics and numerous teaching conditions [4]. The basic of visual methods for learning and knowledge exploring is an expansive one, and the different learning requirements and various styles of students may create it essential to utilize concept maps as one type of learning supporting tool among others [2].

These maps are helping for teaching or instructional practice and have a higher impact on for the students’ educational success or accomplishments. Effective utilization of modern instructional techniques is very much targeted challenging in nursing education and nursing practice. Concept mapping needs advance practice on various subject topics between different knowledge categories of the nursing learners [16]. Conceptual maps may help the professional development of nurses are also explained by the some
nursing literatures [17–19]. These maps create self-awareness and are broadly accepted as a helping tool to support learners in their day to day learning activities [20]. Majorly, concept maps are extensively used at the undergraduate level to assist systematizing information and assessing patient data for providing necessary care to the assigned clinical patients [21]. Advancing technology with conceptual mapping is a modern teaching and practical technique in the present nursing educations [22]. Some minimal literature can explain the utilization of concept mapping in graduate program levels, these information evidence that concept maps are useful for students in preparing and organizing information connected to research activities and for increasing understanding of difficult concepts [21, 23].

Evidence suggests that critical thinking skills are needed for better clinical practice and for excellent outcome of patient care. Every nursing professional might think about teaching and learning strategies which will promote the development of critical thinking skills among students [15]. Every nursing instructor should educate nursing students how to bridge the clinical and theoretical knowledge with the objective of improving the outcome of patient progress. One of the research studies explains that the weekly concept map extensively increased student commitment and fostered theoretical thinking. Surprisingly, this activity also benefited students through engagement with group work and its ability to improve theory practice knowledge which aid in patient direct care [24].

This is an easy technique for teaching instructors to assess their students’ progress by well-structured conceptual mapping of assigning subject matter or topics for simplification and assist in cognitive developmental skills. Concept mapping would have greater identification with regular practices, it is evidenced that it’s very much progress towards toward building team or group work engagements, improving brain storm learning activities, keeping sense of knowledge practice among faculty and students. Absolutely, the day-to-day student practices are very crucial among all categories of students for the efficient meeting of their educational and practical developments in their carrier. As per the records of many research studies, for the implementation of concept mapping as constant educational or instructional practice among nursing or various discipline student divisions, it may help concern for the all professional growth [16].

Conceptual mapping helps in clinical teaching and learning activities and improves cognitive skills for the development of the nursing process. It can assist in by facilitation of fulfilling biological and physiological and intellectual needs of the patient and helps in planning nursing care and explain the relationship among concepts. These maps highly support the evidence-based nursing educational practices [7]. The concept mapping can be assisted in focusing on patient health problems and way to assessment of solving problems, identification of health risk and management, nursing care planning and evaluation and guide in expected outcome of patient progress. Concept maps may be used in beneficiary to enhance progressive patient outcome and develop clinical guidance as well as building team efforts among nursing staff, it may beneficiary to patient wellness and brings safety and care takers work happiness and group learning are advanced [14].

Nursing faculty or instructors have a significant role in teaching nursing students regarding the connection of theoretical knowledge to the practicum areas to bring efficient patient recovery with the help of conceptual mappings; it also motivates the students for better group coordination and improves theory as well as practical skills [24]. A researcher identified; conceptual mapping is a clinical teaching-learning activity which may contemplate cognitive thinking by recognition of nonlinear associations between the elements of the nursing process. The research findings of the study were evidence that the utilization of concept maps is an efficient teaching-learning activity and assisted concept mapping is an empirical nursing education approach [7].

Currently, conceptual mapping applications are effective usage under teaching methods in the nursing profession and other educational or instructional disciplines to assess the theoretical and practical knowledge of the students in all educational institutions. The nursing students utilize a special software program to assess patient health problems and explain relations with the problems. This method is very much flexible and helps students to analyze the gaps in the provided information, essentially understanding the crucial problems of the patient, and finding solutions to it. It exercises cognitive thinking ideas, implements in nursing theory and practice, and advances with the competency of technology and speedups the essential interaction among faculties as well as students [25]. It helps in for the creation of new educational strategies in nursing education. It is significantly helping the nursing students to understand the critical questions and assist in finding answers to solve the problems by creation and remembrance of graphical representations. It helps the nursing students and faculty for easy remembrance of subject matters in the form of key points and assists in the preparation of a nursing care plan or preparation of nursing process [26].

There is a great need of critical thinking or cognitive skills needed by nursing professionals. Fundamentally, nursing educators or instructors are trying best for increasing the critical thinking skills among nursing students in all theory and practical aspects. Thus, conceptual maps are identified, as one of the powerful cognitive tools which may increase the knowledge of the students [27].

3. Utilization of Concept Mapping

3.1. Utilization of Concept Mapping in the Nursing Education

Concept mapping may be a commanding instrument in the educational curriculum for student learners. It assists the students for the better enhancement of the learning capacities among the students’ performance in all aspects of the
3.2. Utilization of Concept Mapping in the Nursing Practice

Concept maps are very essential in the health care delivery system. It can be utilized by any health care personnel during the delivery of patient care. Assessing and planning of patient care, collaboration of patient care with staff, communicating with patient and family members, identifying gaps in direct patient care, assisting in patient recording and report writing, analyzing health problems of the patient [28].

4. Conclusion

Conceptual mapping is a great tool for the development of the cognitive thinking of educational instructors and all categories of students. It assists in easy learning of the subject information by the students and promotion of group discussion among the group of people. Concept maps are widespread usage of graphic design of knowledge has exposed that various advantages can be accomplished by implementing visual mapping systems in various knowledge sharing circumstances. Concept maps have explored their extensive positive effects on student learning for various study topics and numerous teaching conditions. The basic of visual methods for learning and knowledge exploring is an expansive one, and the different learning requirements and various styles of students may create it essential to utilize concept maps as one type of learning supporting tool among others.
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